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🔥Before you call me crazy... Remember that I have been
warning you that Putin is executing a hybrid war- literally a
coup on our Executive, Legislative and Judicial branches
of Govt. 👇This is how the next stage begins...🔥

Justice Dept. plans to restart capital punishment after long hiatus — T…
The Justice Department announced Thursday that it would resume executing
prisoners awaiting the death penalty, ending almost two decades in which the
federal government had not imposed capital punish…

https://apple.news/AatKTNBn6TQyXGxPIR33deA

💥 Yaroslav Goncharov, created an AI app that utilizes neural transformation filters

on photos and is working on video. This tech can be used to create fake news or

FABRICATE EVIDENCE💥

Who’s The Face Behind FaceApp? Meet The Rich Russian Who Built T…
Forbes speaks with FaceApp founder and owner Yaroslav Goncharov about his
massively popular app and a wild week in which a senator called for his company
to be investigated by the FBI.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbrewster/2019/07/24/meet-the-face-behind-facea…

⚠FaceApp's user terms include granting the company a perpetual, irrevocable,

royalty-free, worldwide license to use, reproduce, MODIFY, DISTRIBUTE and

display user content and any name or username in ALL media formats.
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US Troops Using Russia-Connected FaceApp Urged to Be Cautious | …
Senate minority leader Chuck Schumer wants a congressional investigation into
FaceApp.

https://www.military.com/daily-news/2019/07/23/us-troops-using-russia-connected-face…

🤔Goncharov, CEO of FaceApp, & former exec of Yandex, already sold a company to

Yandex for $38M. Remember, Yandex, was once a small biz owned by its creators. To

protect themselves from a hostile takeover, Yandex’s owners sold a golden share to

Sberbank💥

Yandex, a Russian Success Story and Putin’s High-Tech Tiger (Op-ed)
Opinion | How the giant Russian search engine can become the Kremlin's toy.

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2017/09/27/yandex-a-russian-success-story-and-pu…

🔥Did I mention that one of the creators of Yandex who spoke out against Putin died

of cancer in 2013 at the age of 46 or that Sberbank’s German (Herman) Gref is tied to

Alfa⁉After takeover, Yandex’s company culture changed from liberal to

conservatism and isolationism.🔥

🔥5 years ago, who would have predicted that Facebook, a beloved American

company, would help Russia push propaganda to help Russia elect Putin’s puppet⁉

EXACTLY.
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• • •

Senator Finally Demands FBI Probe of Faceboo… Er, FaceApp?
Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer has officially joined the chorus of people
concerned about what FaceApp is really up to.

https://gizmodo.com/senator-finally-demands-fbi-probe-of-faceboo-er-facea-1836492436

🤔5 years ago, who would have believed that a US President and the @GOP would

become the party of Putin and create fake news and parrot Russian propaganda⁉
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Replying to @kelly2277

Trump’s disinformation is coordinated with Russian talking 
points twitter.com/kelly2277/stat…

Venture Capital @kelly2277
Russian Disinformation Works Because Donald Trump ‘Parrots The 
Same Lines,’ Cyber Expert Testifies #TrumpData  
google.com/amp/m.huffpost…
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🔥Today: @FBI Director Wray “With every advance in technology...” #ICCS2019

FBI
@FBI

Replying to @FBI

Director Wray: And with every advance in technology, from AI to 
drones to the many different ways we now communicate with 
each other, the degree of risk posed by these threats increases. 
#ICCS2019
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